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ABSTRACT

There is a need for change in how people work with

complexity. The needed change IS described as "framebreaklng and

remodeling". Data from numerous working sessIons where groups

addressed complex Issues support thIs descrIption of need.

The need for framebreaklng IS seen In numerous scholarly studIes.

keyed to major disasters and instances of irresponsible behavior

in managing large financial projects. A reasonable approach to

remodeling is to make feasible subsumptlve transformatIons,

accompanied by a significant increase in the level of cognitIve

support for working wi th greater var lety. Such support can be

provided by the development of an adequate science of desIgn,

provided it is conceIved In the lIght of a subsumptlve

transformation applied to how sCIence IS conceIved in general
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is a summary at a high level of generality. It

reflects the resul ts of eighteen years of research. The research

explored how human beings could work wIth complexIty. Because

this paper is a summary, it contaIns numerous assertIons that are

unsupported or only partly supported In the paper. However these

assertions are supported in a variety of earlier publicatIons,

each dealIng wIth certaIn partIculars related to thIs paper.

An attempt is made herein to compensate for the absence of

self-contained support for many of the assertions. The

compensation tal<es two forms. FIrst there is presented, for the

fIrst tIme in pUblished form, data tal<en from numerous

experImental sItuatIons extending about SIX years Into the past.

Second, every major assertion is accompanIed by references to

publlcation(s) where details can be found.

Although descrIbed as experImental, the studIed situatIons

have in common that they Involve group actIvIty in whIch

concerned individuals are striving to analyze some complex issue

for the purpose of resolving it. Furthermore the methods and

worl< environment being used by the various groups are common from

one Issue to the next.

The methods lend themselves to capturIng certaIn data

arIse naturally in efforts to deal wIth complex situatIons.

efforts are not vIewed by the participants as sCIentIfic

experIments, because they are oriented toward productIve results.

Some of the data will be presented early In the paper before

proceeding to the generalitIes. Interpretation of the data lends

itself to validating some of the assertions even wIthout recourse

to other supporting references.

The central results of this paper are prescrIptIve. The

paper recommends major changes in perspective toward complexity,

as weI I as methods for aiding in Implementing these changes in

organIzations. The recommendations, while again general in

nat u r e, are I i I< ew i s e sup p 0 r ted ins u b s tan t i a Ide t a I lin the

references so that any organization that might choose to adopt
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the recommendations given here would find a weI I-defined basis

for proceeding to do so.

A SENSED NEED fOR CHANGE

Numerous well-known. productive scholars [1-8) have sensed 8

need for a certain kind of social change. Specifically. the need

is for revising the way that complex issues are dealt with [9

13]. Moreover those complex issues that can be known to involve

potentIally very hazardous outcomes as a consequence of poor

decisions must receive special attention [14,151. Another major

subset of such Issues may not be hazardous in terms of

threatening human life on a significant scale, but has a

different kind of repulsive outcome. This subset involves waste

of large sums of money in financial adventures that do not pan

out. Such sums often can only be recovered from public sources.

Consequently they have the characteristic that they prevent the

publ ic from having access to numerous opportunities that have to

be foregone to correct the waste brought upon them by such

adventures.

Elaboration of the necessity for change in relation to

organizations has taken a prescriptive approach [13.16]. A

representative quotation from Dr. Jonas Salk typifies the kind of

comment that is being made:

"Survival of the world as we know It is not possIble.

The world wi II have to be transformed and evolve for

continued survival. This is the necessity and the

imperative of our time and wIll continue to be so long

into the future unti I this transformation has been

achieved, or until there is no longer any hope that

it may be possible ... The remedy for the human predi

cament, for the malfunctions in the human condition.

lies in the reconciliation of the intuitive and the

reasoning power of human beings."[6]
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DATA fROM THE PRACTICE Of INTERACTIVE MANAGEMENT

During the past seven years, the Center for Interactive

Management has conducted numerous meetings with groups to work

with complex issues facing those groups. Among the methodologies

frequently used in these meetings are the Nominal Group TechnIque

( NGT ) [1 2) and I n t e r pre t i ve 5 t r u c t u r a I Mo del i n g (ISM) [9). The

NGT I sus edt 0 en a b let he par tic i pan t g r 0 u p tog e n era t e, c I a r i f Y,

and assess relative saliency of factors relevant to the issue.

The ISM is used to enable the participant group to develop

logical patterns (structures) of relationships among concepts

produced with the NGT process. Each of these processes lends

itsel f to capturing certain data that sheds considerable light

upon two matters.

The data from the NGT process reveal very clearly any

diversIty of belief that may initIally exist among members of the

group concerning relative saliency of the factors that group mem

bers believe to be signIficant in workIng with the Issue.

The data from the ISM process pertaIn to the form taken by

the organized logic expressing important relatIonships that are

involved in understanding and attempting to resolve complex

issues.

I fit s h 0 u I d be f 0 u n d, for e x amp Ie, t hat noma t t e r wh a t the

issue, and no matter what the group, there is always very

substantial difference in belief concerning relative salIency of

the factors, two conclusions would be forthcomIng.

Conclusion 4t1. IneffectIve IndividualIsm. If a sIngle

indIvIdual's views were allowed to dominate the decision-making

concerning the issue, in the absence of any careful InvestigatIon

of a comprehensive nature, that indIvidual's vIews would be at

odds wIth almost everyone else's views, no matter what

indivIdual's views were dominant.

ConclusIon 4t2. Necessary Process for Convergence of Views.

If a highly-effective approach to the issue is to be pursued, the

working group needs to undergo a process in whIch the major

d iff ere n c e sin view s con c ern i n g fa c tor s a lie n c y are i n for me d

through a variety of means, thereby modifying the vIews in the
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directIon of convergence. Only in this way can the combined

forces of the various actors be brought to a position of approxi

mate congruence. Only by bringing these forces to approximate

congruence can mutually reinforcing measures (as opposed to

mutually annulling measures) be taleen by the group members that

provide the opportunity to resolve the complex issue.

Suppose it should also be found from these data that nQ

matter what the issue and no matter what group is involved, the

logic structures developed contain logic cycles involving numbers

of elements that equal or exceed the effective limits of short

term memory as reflected in the "span of Immediate recall"

[17,18J. Further, suppose one conservatively assumed that the

longest span of inference involved in comprehending the logic

patterns was limited to the sum: the length of the largest logic

cycle plus the length of the longest walle on the structure in

which that largest cycle lies. And suppose that the sum found in

this way dramatically exceeds the span of immediate recall

Then it seems that the following would be warranted:

Conclusion -3. NeceSSity of Formal Logic Representations.

It is necessary to develop formal logic representations in order

(a) to malee viSIble the logic that otherwise cannot be managed by

the unaided mind (limited in its span of immediate recall),

(b) to malee possible the use of analytic procedures for

comprehending the logic structures that cannot be formulated when

the y are I eft to i n t u I t ion, and (c) top r 0 v Ide doc ume n tat Ion for

communication of the logic to individuals not involved in its

initial development, so that they may also have access to the

reasonIng involved.

Keeping in mind all the suppositions made so far, their

combined impact would seem to warrant one further conclusion:

Conclusion -4. Need for Discipl ine Through Design Science.

In view of the very high potential for major errors and misin

terpretatIons, there is a very strong need to bring discipline to

the process of development of large-scale systems. The dIscipline

would be the leind that one could reasonably expect mIght be

available from a suitably constituted science of design [19-25J.
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To explore to what extent these four conclusions may be

justified, consider the following data which have been

accumulated over a period of several years.

Data from Applications of the Nominal Group Technique

Table 1 shows data on 43 sessions that were run by staff of

the Center for Interactive Management (CIM), using the Nominal

Group Technique.

Case Numbers in Table 1 are simply numerical keys to partlcu-

lar sessions. Investigators who might wish to see the ful I data

could use a case number as a means of identifYing the case In the

original CIM fi les. The Duration IS the time consumed by the

sesSion, rounded to the nearest quarter hour.

TABLE 1

DATA ON SESSIONS USING THE NOMINAL GROUP TECHNIQUE

. . . . - .. - .. - ...... ................................... - . - ...

Case Duration Number of Number of Diversity
Number (Hours) Ideas Generated Ideas Selected

( N1 ) (N
2

) (N
2

/5 - 1 )
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........

1 2 . 5 56 26 4.2
2 3.0 67 35 6.0
3 2.0 68 36 6.2
4 2.0 42 20 3.0
5 2.0 48 3 1 5 .2
6 3.0 79 36 6.2
7 5.0 54 26 4.2
8 2.5 59 46 8 . 2
9 3.0 64 40 7 . 0

10 4.0 101 43 7.6
1 1 2.0 50 28 4.6
12 3.0 84 55 10.0
1 3 3.0 92 67 1 2 . 4
14 2.5 58 29 4 . 8
1 5 2.0 36 24 3 . 8
16 2.0 47 31 5 . 2
1 7 3.0 49 29 4.8
18 4.0 43 2 1 3.2
1 9 3.0 96 44 7.8
20 2.0 64 48 8.6
2 1 3.0 7 1 48 8.6
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22 2.0 52 35 6.0
23 2.0 57 30 5.0
24 2.0 37 1 9 2.8
25 3.0 56 35 6.0
26 3.0 74 45 8.0
27 4.0 80 44 7.8
28 3.0 45 22 3.4
29 5.0 127 34 5 . 8
30 4.0 5 1 26 4.2
31 2.75 58 40 7.0
32 3.5 93 34 5.8
33 5.0 82 35 6.0
34 2 . 25 44 26 4 . 2
35 2 . 25 36 23 3.6
36 3. 75 78 32 5 . 4
37 3.75 67 37 6.4
38 2.75 67 29 4.8
39 3.0 58 26 4.2
40 4.25 57 24 3.8
41 3.25 66 28 4 . 6
42 2.25 58 30 5.0
43 5.0 90 32 5 .4

Mean 3 . 1 hours 64 ideas 33 Ideas 5 . 6
. . . . - . ....... . .....

I n the Table. N 1 refers to the tot a I number of ideas

generated and clarified by participants during the session. The

number of ideas selected. N2' refers to the number of Ideas t hat

received at I e a s t one vote from a t I e a s t one participant as being

among the five most important ideas generated during the session.

The selection occurs after clarIfication of all Ideas [12).

The "DiversIty". N2 /5 - 1, is a defined measure of the

difference of belief among the particIpants on the relative

importance of the ideas generated to the Issue being discussed.

Please note that If the partIcipants all agreed on whIch 5 of the

ideas generated were the most important. the DIversity would be

equal to O. The more the participants differ on the relatIve

•

importance of the ideas generated. the larger is the value of the

Diversity.

Note that the average value of the Diversity is 5.6, found by

averaging over all 43 sessions.

In 63% of the sessions. the number of ideas generated was

equal to or greater than 5 times the number of participants. for
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these 27 sessions, the maximum possible disagreement could occur

on relative importance, with each participant theoretically being

able to choose. as the most important. 5 ideas that no other

participant would include as among the 5 most important. for

these sessions. the maximum possible average value of the

Diversity is P - 1. where P is the number of participants. Since

the average number of participants was 11, the maximum possible

average value of Diversity for these sessions would be 10. (The

maximum possible value can be either higher or lower than 10 in

some situations.) for the majority of the sessions. the pOSSible

range of values for Diversity would be from 0 to 10. With 0

meaning perfect consensus and 10 meaning perfect disagreement.

Since the mean value of Diversity averaged over all sessions

was 5.6, it is clear that on average, no matter what the issue,

and no matter what the group, the value of Diversitv was closer

to perfect disagreement than to perfect consensus. This finding

is believed to be very significant in terms of complex problem

solving and complex system design. It IS easy to see from the

Table that there IS no sample for which the Diversity IS less

than 2.8. Twenty-five of the cases (58%) show a Diversity that

equals or exceeds 5.0, which would be half way between the

minimum value of 0 and the maximum value of 10.

It seems quite clear from these data that in order to reach

any reasonable degree of consensus on a complex issue or design

si tuatlon. significant changes In perspective will be required

from members of the group in order to diminish substantially the

Diversity that prevails at the beginning.

Data from Applications of Interpretive Structural Modeling

Table 2 presents data on cases in which Interpretive

Structural Modeling [9] was used. In every case but one in

Table 2, there appears at least one non-trivial cycle. The mean

value of the length of the longest cycle is 7.1, which can be

rounded to 7 for purposes of discussion. A cycle With 7 members

exhibits protracted logic. Interpretation of this protracted

logic stresses short-term memory.
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A condensed hierarchy is a structure that is obtained from

the orlgina) structure by replacing every cycle in the original

structure with a single "proxy element" [9]. The length of the

condensed hierarchy is one less than the number of levels in the

hierarchy. It is seen from Table 2 that after rounding the mean

TABLE 2

DATA ON SESSIONS USING INTERPRETIVE STRUCTURAL MODELING

... - .......... . . . . - - ..... - - .. - .. - ........ - . - ................... -

Case Duration No. of Ideas Length of:
No. in Hours Structured Condensed Longest Minimum

HIerarchy Cycle Max Path
. . . . . . . . . . - ... . . . - ...... - .. - .. - - ......... - - .. - ..... . ... - ... - .

1 2 . 5 26 5 14 19
2 3.0 26 9 3 1 2
3 2.0 22 4 1 2 1 6
4 3.0 1 6 8 3 1 1
5 3.0 1 7 6 3 9
6 3.0 2 1 5 4 9
7 2.0 26 3 4 7
8 3.0 25 8 5 1 3
9 3.0 2 1 7 7 14

1 0 3.0 28 8 4 1 2
1 1 3.0 1 9 5 7 1 2
1 2 3.0 32 5 7 1 2
1 3 6.0 1 6 7 3 10
14 4.0 29 3 17 20
1 5 2.0 1 1 5 3 8
1 6 4.0 20 17 2 1 9
1 7 3.0 27 3 14 1 7
1 8 3.0 1 9 1 1 5 1 6
1 9 1 . 5 1 7 4 5 9
20 0.5 18 5 2 9
2 1 3.0 21 1 1 4 1 5
22 4.5 20 8 3 1 1
23 4.0 21 10 5 1 5
24 3.5 34 3 15 1 8
25 3.0 20 1 1 0 1 1
26 3.25 21 3 14 1 7
27 3.25 28 2 18 20
28 1 . 5 9 6 2 8
29 3.5 26 5 1 3 18
30 3.5 19 5 6 1 1
31 5.0 22 4 3 7

Mean 3 . 1 hours 22 ideas 6.3 7 . 1 13.4
. . . - . - - - - ...... - - - . - - ...... - ............... - .. . - .. - .. - ... . . - ....
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interpret the signifi

it is highly unlikely

length of the condensed hierarchy to 6, the average number of

levels in this hierarchy is 7, represented protracted logic.

A graded approach to assessing the cognitive burden associated

with the mean structure could take as the most simplistic stage

of gradation just the length of the condensed hierarchy. A

second, less simpl istic stage in the gradation could substitute

in the condensed hierarchy only the longest cycle (regardless of

how many happened to be present in the original structure) in

place of its proxy element. With this substitution made. the

longest path to be examined in the structure would be the sum of

the length of the condensed hierarchy and the length of the

longest cycle. This sum might be referred to as the length of

the "minimum maximum path", where the maximum path is the longest

path on a given structure; in this case the structure found from

the original structure by replacing every cycle except the

longest cycle with a proxy element.

Stl I I higher gradations would be found by replacing, one at a

time, each proxy element with the full cycle that it represents.

If a single number were to be used to represent the cognitive

burden associated with the original structure, the length of the

minimum maximum path would probably be the most representative

one to use. although the specifics of any particular case could

be used to explore the situation in detail

Taking only this particular number. it is seen from

Table Z that the rounded length of 13 is the average value of

path length to be examined and interpreted. based on the 31

sessions for which data are presented. The number 13 IS then a

very conservative measure of how protracted the logic is likely

to be In assessing a complex issue or problem. More realistic

measures would take into account the normal requirement for

s eve r a I d iff ere n t log i cst r u c t u res, e a c h 0 f wh i c h wo u I d h a v e its

own average path length; as well as the cognitive burden

associated with walks on structures that contain several cycles

instead of only one.

Perhaps the most appropriate way to

cance of this number 13 is to note that
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that protracted logic of this type could even be generated by

individuals operating without cognitive assistance, at least in

those situations where the protracted logic is a ~ logic as

opposed to a logic of time sequencing of events. Even the

de vel 0 pme n t 0 f the I a t t e r s h 0 u I d not bet a ken I i g h t I y, a I tho ugh

people clearly deal constantly with long temporal sequences.

It is asserted that Conclusions 1 through 4 are legitimate

consequences of study of the data given in Tables 1 and 2.

UNDERCONCEPTUALIZATION AS AN OVERRIDING ISSUE

If a single word can capture the essence of what is wrong in

the design, development, creation, operation, and evaluation of

large-scale systems that word seems to be "underconceptuall

zation" [261. As this word is long and will repeatedly be

invoked, it wi I I be represented by the abbreviation UC.

This term refers to a variety of aspects of what goes on

Involving large-scale systems. If one thinks of UC as a kind of

adversary to the human species, it can be seen as a very

versatile assailant, having numerous guises, each providing a

different avenue of attack [27]. Unless defense is mounted on a

broad front aimed at all of Its guises, It is likely to defeat

the most highly-motivated, most well-meaning among us.

In I ight of this, an eclectic approach to unveiling and

overcoming this adversary is vital.

What kind of terminology can express sUCCinctly the kind of

corrective measures that are required In order to diminish or

el iminate the UC that goes on? In his study of organizations to

observe how people in them tried to deal with issues, Argyris

[1] conceived the terms "framebreaking and remodeling" to

describe generally what was required.

In our view, to "framebreak" is to create awareness that an

eXisting frame of thinking is sufficiently deficient that it must

be displaced in some way.

In our view, to "remodel" is to replace the existing frame of

thinking With a newly-articulated frame.
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As Vickers

equatIon".

is hospitable to

and action that

It wi I I be our aim. in the next section. to propose a

specific approach to framebreaking and remodel ing. But first

various guises of UC must be exposed. To do so, a certain

context wi I I be predicated. The context chosen for this purpose

is the "design situation". By thIs is meant any kind of

situation where people perceive a need for change.

The choice of the word "situation" is based on its usage by

John Dewey and Sir Geoffrey Vickers. among others. As perceIve

this term. it is a replacement for the more commonly used word

"problem". It has frequently been observed that a problem is.

invariably, a human construct not subject to observation. A

situation. on the other hand, is at least partly observable if

not fully so. Inherently it is dynamic, changing WIth time. and

its observation is not limited to anyone individual. On the

contrary. because it is often distributed in space and time.

observation by various observers is often essentIal to its

understanding. Moreover this term keeps the door to exploration

open. whi Ie problems often harden into too-narrowly defined

frames of reference.

The choice of the word "design" IS intended to convey a

generic kind of human activity that may subsume. among other

things. creative thinking, conceptualization, modeling, phySical

construction of prototypes. evaluation, and testing. The chOIce

of this term al lows us to imagine the possibl I i ty of a science of

deSign that might provide fundamental understanding to guide

human action. The term subsumes the concept of "problem-solving"

and. unlike this frequently-used term. might be thought to be

sub j e c t tor a t ion a liz a t ion ins ome sen sew I tho u t reg a r d to s c a I e

of the situation. Problem-solving, on the other hand. at least

as presently taught, has a certain disadvantage. As taught in

formal education. it refers inevitably to matters that are small

in scale, and likely to be quantitative in nature.

We need contexts that are not too restrictive.

remarked. "in the beginning was the word--not the

Thus we deliberately try to choose language that

thought at breadth, as weI I as thought at depth.
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is amenable to exploration as well as computation. Von Foerster

[8] has reminded us that "computing (from com-putareJ literally

means to reflect, to contemplate (putareJ things in concert

(com-J, without any explicit reference to numerical quantities".

With these concepts of situation, design, and design

situation, it is natural to look to development of a science that

might gUide us in working with a design situation. Also it is

natural to look forward to using design processes stemming from

such a science, and to think of how such a science can influence

processes of implementation of designs. We may also imagine that

designs, when implemented, might be evaluated and, if possible

and desirable, amended. In short, these basic concepts help lay

before us a whole realm of activity within which UC may be at

wo r k . An d t hat i s wh a t we see kin est a b lis hi n g 0 u r bas i c

terminology, in order to be able to expose UC in its varIous

guises within this realm of activity.

Let us simpl ify the discussion by dividIng thIs realm into

three time phases. The middle phase will be called the

conceptual phase of design activity. It begins when a design

situation is marked for action, and ends when a desIgn prototype

has been judged to be suitable for implementation.

Logically preceding thIS mIddle phase is the development of

design science, considered to be the first phase of deSIgn

activity. Granted that designs have been created for eons in the

absence of such a science, the time IS at hand to change the

course of history rather than to contInue to be bound by it.

Log i c a I I Y f 0 I low in g t his mid dIe ph as e i s the I rnp I erne n tat ion

of the design according to the work done In its conceptual phase.

These three phases: scientific development,

conceptualization, and implementation, give us ample opportunity

to deal with UC as it occurs in these different phases.

Implementation

Regrettably, but seemingly necessarily, implementation now is

largely done by persons who were not key players in the

14



conceptual ization. Even when implementation is done by those who

also did the conceptualization, it is usually true that a role

cal led "operator" becomes involved in using the implemented

design. and that actors in this role were not involved in

conceptualization. Consequently. it is reasonable to arrive at

this belief:

Conclusion -5. Representation of Conceptualization. For

effective use of designs. it is necessary to develop. during the

conceptualization phase. means of representation that convey the

conceptualization to those who are Ultimately involved with the

design. its implementers and its operators.

If the conceptual phase itself involves UC. then it is

reasonable to imagine that the bad effects wil be transmitted

into the Implementation and use. But even if the conceptual

phase does not involve UC. opportunities for UC to aTise in

implementation and/or operation are inevitable in the absence of

the most careful documentation of the reasoning that is carried

out in the conceptualization phase. But UC can arise in the

documentation itself. If the conceptualizers of the design

cannot also conceptual ize the communication requirements of those

who wi II be active in implementation and operation. their message

wi I I be encoded in ways that do not al low its recept ive

understanding by those active in the third phase of a design.

Finally. if those active in the third phase are not motivated

by concerns for qual ity in reflecting accurately the outcome of

the conceptual phase in implementation and operation. UC WI I I

once again find ready opportunity to arise.

Conceptual ization

The conceptual ization phase of design demands awareness of

the requirements of implementers and operators. Given this. what

are the additional requirements of conceptualization itself?

Design is a demanding activity. and the demands of this

activity increase with the scale of the design situation [28l.

Therefore it is important to approach conceptual ization with the
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point of view that a gradation of design situations may be

useful.

Let us pose a rectangular matrix scheme of gradation. Along

the vertical side of the matrix we have two descriptors taken

from Salk's ideas discussed earlier in this paper: intuition and

reason. Along the horizontal side of this matrix we have small-

scale situations and large-scale situations.

The operational definition of intuition is that it IS a

manifestation of unarticulated belief, as reflected by the

absence of any tangible, documented, expression of that belief

and of its logical antecedents. The operational definition of

rea son i s t hat i tis a ma n i f est a t ion 0 far tic u I ate d bel I e f. as

reflected in the presence of tangible, visible, expression of

that bel ief. The added requirement that the expression

incorporates the logical antecedents leads to structural

considerations of the type reflected in Table 2 and the related

diSCUSSion of cycles. More generally, reason will be seen as

.!l...!.Jih In quality when the form of its expression is not chosen

intUitively in deference to past practice, but is specifically

tailored to satisfy recognized and articulated communication

needs. Conversely, it will be seen as low in quality when the

form of its expression is indifferent to the requirements of

description and audience.

The vertical side in the matrix represents the locus of

control of activities that take place in producIng change through

design. The horizontal side represents an assessment of the scale

of the Sl tuation.

The n we h a v e f 0 u r II c e I I s II in the ma t r 1 x .

them by these mnemonic symbols:

Let us identify

• Ce I I I -S Control i s Intuitive, and the situation i s sma I I

i n scale

• Ce I I R-S Control i s through reason, and the situation i s

sma I I i n s c a I e

• Ce I I 1- L Control i s intuitive. and the situation I s large

in scale
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• Cell R-L Control is through reason, and the situation is

large in scale

Historically, the vast malorlty of deliberate change brought

about through human activity in response to perceived design

situations has been carried out in Cell 1-5 of the matrix.

One consequence of thiS has been to foster the major UC that

whatever processes have been effective in Cell 1-5 could be

carried forward to the other cells and especially to Cell R-L.

A subsidiary consequence of thiS particular form of UC is

that the need for a science of design to deal WI th other cel Is

continues to be largely ignored.

Ce I I I - 5 Act i v i tie s . Tw 0 promin e n t kin d s 0 f act i v i t Y t hat

have been at work in Cell 1-5 can be carried forward to Cel I-L

as design moves from small-scale situations to large-scale

situations. These are: the invention of concepts (abduction,

cf. C. 5. Peirce) and the assessment of significance. The reason

that these activities will be retained in passing from small

scale si tuations to large-scale situations is that there is no

rea I c hoi c e i nth e ma t t e r .

Abduction, as Peirce indicated, remains a mystery, and IS the

only thought process that produces new hypotheses.

The assessment of significance comes directly from human

values which are not broadly sUitable as factors In analysIs of

complex design situations. (While some have argued that deep

human values must be exposed and subjected to analysis, there is

no evidence that either is possible and, especially, the latter.

Human values are not Independent of each other, and Intuition is

able to resolve the conflicts among these values and produce

judgments through myster ious internal human processes.) Thl s

does not mean that values are not vital. Values are introduced

through human presence and participation, not by analysts

striving to deal with surrogates.

Both abduction and assessment of significance are not final

decisions, but are intermediate. By prOViding appropriate
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safeguards in other. subsequent aspects of human activity, the

benefits of these powerful forms of human mental activity can be

retained, while providing protection against their possible

negatives.

Two other activities that are commonly found in Cell I-S

can not be per mit ted t 0 mo v e for war din t 0 Cell I - L . The sea ret he

assignment of significance (by which is meant a final judgment on

relative significance that becomes a part of the final conceptual

design) and response to immediate perception.

Both of these activities are prominent in designs for small

scale situations. Among their consequences are documentation

that is totally Inadequate, and inability of implementers and

users to replicate rationale for designs. Such an ability might

be desirable on occasions when things go wrong and the designer

is not there to offer rationale.

Cell R-S Activities. Cell R-S activities, those involving

rea son in wo r Ie i n g wit h sma I 1- s c a I e sit u a t Ion s, now can inc Iud e

the following: acceptance of a mode of representation,

acceptance of a pattern of induction or deduction, and

development of design science. One reason why these now are

assigned to Cell R-S IS that they have become essential

activities In Cell R-L and therefore can be made available to

Cell R-S activities, when desired, at a cost that IS small in

relation to the potential benefits. But a more important reason

is that, in the education of desIgners, i.e., IndivIduals who

wish during their lives to participate in bringing about creative

change. it is important to practice at small scale those

discipl ines that are vital at large scale. R-S activities can be

an apprenticeship to prepare for R-L activities.

Cell l-L Activities. Cell I-L activities, those involving

intUition at large scale. must be chosen to reflect the need for

achieving a balance between the benefits of human intuition and

the requirements for protection of the human race from very

hazardous large-scale systems. or from very irresponsible use of

resources or both. The simplest way to state the rule is that

creativity and judgments must be encouraged, but all forms of
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rationale must be documented in new and creatIve ways in order to

allow wide-ranging assessment in both the conceptualization and

implementation phases. Two activities can be carried over from

Cel I 1-5: assessment of significance and invention of concepts.

Cell R-L Activities. Cell R-L represents the applIcation of

(articulated) reason In large-scale design sItuations. This is a

cell in which there was essentially no opportunity to act

throughout the centuries until our own times. While the creation

of the pyramids in ancient Egypt may, at that time. have been

thought of as involving large-scale situations. the geographical

and human realm of influence of these physical structures was

small in any other than an esthetIc sense by contrast with the

impact of modern "accIdents" such as those occurring in Chernobyl

and Bhopa I.

Today's large-scale situations engulf large numbers of people

and artifacts in hazardous networks of Interdependence. To allow

such situations to be designed irresponsibly or to permit final

decisions that unleash horror upon tens of thousands is not

conducive to civi I ized existence.

Am 0 n g the act i v i tie s t 0 b e car r i e d 0 u t s Ys t em a tiC a I I yin Cell

R-L are the assignment of significance, responding to immediate

perception, accepting modes of representation, accepting patterns

of deduction and induction, developing design SCience, making

decisions with hazardous and/or irresponsible potential

consequences, choosing desIgn processes, choosing cross-cultural

communication modes, and making fInal decIsions concerning

implementation of designs.

Recalling again the operational definItion of reason, hlgh

quality actiVIties in Cell R-L all are reflected In the choice of

communication means that are sensitive both to what is to be

descrIbed and to the audience for the descriptions.

Development of Design Science

The need to apply reason in the design of large-scale systems

forces us to recognize the necessity for developing design

1 9



science. The opportunities for UC in Cell R-L lie in all of the

activities. A science of design must provide the necessary

guidance to prevent UC in Cell R-L or, alternatively, to force

society to accept the conclusion that it must make a choice that

it prefers not to make: give up large-scale situations (which

includes many subsidiary choices that people do not want to make)

or accept more and more hazardous conditions and much higher and

more devastating incidence of irresponsible behavior (which

includes many eventual ities that people do not desire to endure).

For the time being, one must assume that a science of design

can be created that will provide the necessary guidance and (even

more optimistically) that this gUidance will be accepted and

used. But once again there is the opportunity for UC to occur in

developing a design science. Given that there is no evident

consensus on what constitutes a science, one must suppose that

even a design sCience itself can be designed intuitively in a way

that is grossly underconceptualized. Any reading of today's

systems literature will show that both methodology and theory are

often allowed to substitute for science. (Even here a subsump-

tive transformation of the type described in the next section is

needed, in which science is seen to consist of foundations,

theory, and methodology, as indicated in [29)). The situation In

creating a design science IS fundamentally iterative and

recursive. But nonetheless it can be subjected to those

conclusions drawn previously In this article that do not depend

upon ItS creation for their validity.

fRAMEBREAKING AND REMODELING

The foregoing discussion IS largely aimed at framebreaking.

The matrix frame in which distinctions are made between intuition

and reason and between large-scale and smal I-scale systems may

hopefully induce reconsideration of existing frames and promote

willingness to carry out some remodeling in order to arrive at

one or more replacement frames.

With this in mind, some specific recommendations are given

here for the necessary remodel ing.
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Remodeling is often construed as impossible, for people

assert that the eXisting frames are desIgned to be self-serving

and that is why they become ensconced and cannot be dislodged.

It is conceivable that there are other reasons why remodel ing is

not frequently observed. One such reason IS that proposed

approaches to remodeling are not suffIcIently well thought out.

Any approach to remodel ing ought to recognize at least two

hindrances that must be overcome. First, people rightfully are

concerned about giving up models that have been serving them well

in some situations: to propose to remodel is to pose a threat to

what is frequently functional Second, one can suppose that the

act 0 f r emo del i n g is, ItS elf, a c omp I e x act i v i t Y t hat po s e 5

potentially major cognitive difficulties. Help must be provided.

If people cannot deal with complexity on a case by case basIs,

why would they think it possible to adopt casually a new model

that wII I be effectIve across the board?

Remodeling must, therefore meet certaIn conditions. The

first of these IS that It must Involve a sUbsumptlve

transformation. The new model must subsume the old model

Von Foerster [81 mentIoned the linear hIerarchy represented

by the sequence: pheasant, bird, animal, organism, thing. A

simple subsumptive transformation Involves moving one step up the

scale in such a sequence. A movement such as thiS, among other

things, IS an antidote to the disease called "hardening of the

categories".

Ea c h s t e pup the I add err e p I ace sac 0 n c e p t wit h a mo r e

embracing concept that subsumes the orIgInal. But remodelIng

does not simply consist of a step up the ladder. On the

contrary, as soon as thIS step IS made, the lower level varIety

can Immediately be enhanced. As soon as we replace bIrd WIth

animal, we can then invoke the whole animal kingdom in our

purView, instead of being restricted only to bIrds.

The subsumptive transformation removes nothing that has been

effective in the past. It does however represent a variety

enhancing operation that opens up major new vistas. But this

then invokes the requIrement for a second condItIon to be met in

2 1
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